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Options for getting data into wikidata

Use QuickStatements

https://www.wikidata.org/wik
i/Help:QuickStatements

Upload a spreadsheet

QS will check your edits for 
duplicate statements

Audit tracking for every edit 
action

Use wikidata plugin 
with OpenRefine

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Wikidata:Tools/OpenRefine

Plugin comes with 
OpenRefine by default in 
version 3.0 or later

One visual interface for 
editing and pushing 
changes

Directly via bots 
scripted in Python, e.g.:

PyWikiBot
https://pypi.org/project/pywi
kibot/

Wikidataintegrator 
https://github.com/SuLab/Wi
kidataIntegrator

Edit directly in the 
wikidata user interface

https://www.wikidata.org

Get a sense for how 
wikidata organizes 
information

Easy access to full search 
results

Low learning curve
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Get started with bulk edits in 

You will need…

1. An autoconfirmed wikidata user account.

a. This status will automatically be applied when your account is > 4 days old and has >50 edits

2. Familiarity with the kind of editing you want to do.

a. What wikidata entities (e.g. institutions) have relationships with the entities (e.g. persons) in 
your data?

b. What wikidata properties are relevant to your data (e.g. employer - P108)?

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Autoconfirmed_users


Get started with 

You can…

1. Download OpenRefine here at https://openrefine.org/download.html and 
install locally.

2. Learn more about OpenRefine via the user manual at 
https://docs.openrefine.org/manual.

3. See several OpenRefine demos in our 
January 2021 Happy Hour.

4. Connect your wikidata account to your 
OpenRefine instance.

https://openrefine.org/download.html
https://docs.openrefine.org/manual
https://www.idigbio.org/wiki/index.php/Paleo_Digitization_Working_Group#2021_Activity


Visualize how the data are structured

Charles Schuchert

Q2623977

paleontologist

Q1662561

entity entityproperty



Understand the process between wikidata 
and OpenRefine

edit and augment data 
in OpenRefine

fetch additional data 
from wikidata into 

OpenRefine

reconcile your data to 
entities in wikidata

import your data into 
OpenRefine

push data from 
OpenRefine back to 

wikidata



Import your data into OpenRefine

Tabular data, e.g. a CSV 
file or Excel spreadsheet

Imported into OpenRefine



Reconcile your data to entities in 
wikidata

You may want to…

★ restrict the reconciliation to 
a wikidata class

★ use additional column(s) in 
your dataset to refine the 
reconciliation by acting as a 
tiebreaker

★ use external identifiers

[column name] → Reconcile → Start reconciling



Reconcile your data to entities in 
wikidata

You may want to…

★ Hover over reconciliation 
options to see more details

★ Do your own search in 
wikidata

★ Follow leads to confirm the 
identity of an entity

unreconciled 
rows

reconciled 
rows



Fetch additional data from wikidata into 
OpenRefine
Add columns in OpenRefine based on what else wikidata knows about your entities.

[column name] → Edit column → Add columns from reconciled values

Multiple statements for 
a given property will be 
grouped as records in 
OpenRefine



Wrangle data from your own sources into the columns that you want to send to 
wikidata.

Edit and augment data in OpenRefine

[column name] → Edit column → Add column based on this column

Your original data

Your data connected 
to a wikidata entity 
by assigning the 
appropriate Q 
number



Reconcile the values in your data to entities in wikidata.

Edit and augment data in OpenRefine

[column name] → Reconcile → Use values as identifiers



Edit and augment data in OpenRefine

Translate your tabular data (i.e., columns & rows) into a wikidata “schema.”



Edit and augment data in OpenRefine

You can export any schema you create, and import an existing schema for use 
with a new dataset.



Push data from OpenRefine back to 
wikidata
Address errors flagged by OpenRefine.



Push data from OpenRefine back to 
wikidata

Use the preview window to check that your edits appear as you expect them to. 
Adjust your schema as necessary.



Push data from OpenRefine back to 
wikidata

Wikidata → Upload edits to Wikibase 



Push data from OpenRefine back to 
wikidata

What happens when my data overlaps with what is already in wikidata?

★ If you push a redundant statement, i.e. the statement you are trying to make 
has already been made, nothing will happen in wikidata.

★ If you push a conflicting statement, i.e. the statement you are trying to make 
is different than an existing statement for the same property, yours will be 
added as a second statement.

★ If you include a new reference for a statement that already exists, it will be 
added to the existing statement.



Push data from OpenRefine back to 
wikidata

What about creating new items in wikidata?

★ OpenRefine can easily push data to wikidata that creates new items.
★ Best practice is to treat edits to existing items separately from the creation of 

new items.
○ As always in OpenRefine, only the rows covered by your facets will be considered when 

uploading the edits to Wikidata. I.e., if a cell is reconciled to a new item but is excluded by the 
facet, no new item will be created for it when you push data.



Live demo



Additional resources

1. OpenRefine Manual: https://docs.openrefine.org/manual/wikibase/overview

2. Wikidata instructions for OpenRefine: 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Tools/OpenRefine/Editing

3. Steve Baskauf’s blog series from March 2021: 
http://baskauf.blogspot.com/2019/05/getting-data-out-of-wikidata-using.html

4. Cradle, an additional data entry tool designed to streamline editing for 
certain types of records, e.g. scientific collector: 
https://cradle.toolforge.org/#/subject/scientific_collector

https://docs.openrefine.org/manual/wikibase/overview
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Tools/OpenRefine/Editing
http://baskauf.blogspot.com/2019/05/getting-data-out-of-wikidata-using.html
https://cradle.toolforge.org/#/subject/scientific_collector

